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“The initial level of operation was around 94% efficiency on
day one...but within 6 months of operation, we already exceeded
our projected productivity and associated cost savings that were

projected for 12 months.”

David Glance
NSW State Manager
Australian 
Pharmaceutical
Industries

Australian Pharmaceutical Industries Limited (API) has developed into one of Australia’s 
leading beauty and health retail companies. API was founded in 1910 and became one 
of Australia’s leading pharmaceutical distributors. Changes within the pharmacy industry 
propelled API to focus on the needs of consumers and patients thereby developing a 
retail footprint and retail services that provide growth opportunities for the company today.

API is one of the leading service providers to the pharmacy industry in Australia and 
today has a relationship with more than 4000 independent pharmacies. The services 
include wholesale product delivery, retail services, marketing programs and business 
advisory services. API also owns and operates the Priceline retail store brand that is a 
leading health and beauty brand in Australia. The company has product manufacturing 
capabilities and it is a niche player in over-the-counter pharmaceuticals and toiletries, 
which supply the Australian and New Zealand markets. 

The Challenge
Updating Facilities and Technology in Tandem 

API’s NSW distribution warehouse was 18 years old, and the technology was making it 
difficult to keep up with customer demands. API wanted to develop a World’s Best Prac-
tice facility and felt that going wireless would allow them to achieve their supply chain 
objectives: fulfilling service obligations, supply chain cost reductions and ROI.

API decided the best solution was to build a new facility, and use it as a model for the rest 
of their DCs. They believed that a highly automated DC would provide the best results for 
accuracy, speed and cost-per-item, as well as provide them with the capacity to support 
business growth over 20 years.
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  Voice Results 

 Objectives
-  Increase accuracy
-  Improve productivity
-  Reduce training time
-  Reduce operating costs
-  Increase customer satisfaction 

 Application
-  Order selection

 Installation
- Vocollect Voice seamlessly           

integrated with Seimens Dematic’s 
PickDIRECTORTM

- Vocollect SR Series HeadsetsTM

-  Vocollect Talkman® T2 Mobile         
Computing Devices

 Results
-	 Overall	accuracy	levels	of	
99.99%	achieved

-	 Inventory accuracy improved by 
99.8% on prescription lines

-   Inventory accuracy improved by 
98% on over the counter goods

 ROI
- Achieved ROI in six months ahead 

of an 12 month plan

Setting a New Benchmark

with Vocollect Voice



 
The Result
Setting the Standard in Service

The Vocollect voice-directed system makes it virtually impos-
sible to pick the wrong product due to the use of random digits, 
or check digits, to confirm the correct
location. As a result, order accuracy levels of 99.99% were 
reached, allowing API to move from regular quality checks of all 
orders to checking random orders.

The new automated solution runs very efficiently and has re-
moved costs from the supply chain. Productivity levels
reached better than expected levels after just six months of 
operation and will continue to rise as API seeks ongoing
improvements in performance.

API’s highly integrated system proved to be the best way for 
them to grow their operation. The combined IT system helped-
API increase their order fulfillment rate to around 99.8% on 
prescription lines and around 98% on OTC goods.

The pharmacy market is extremely timesensitive. Urgent
orders have to be delivered within a couple of hours of API 
receiving the order, so API ships orders via couriers and a 
number of owner drivers. API delivers pharmaceuticals to 
more than 90% of Australian retail pharmacies. The timely 
delivery of medicines is critical to ensuring that the commu-
nity can access life-saving or health stabilizing treatment from 
their local pharmacy. API’s national network of warehouses 
guarantees that they will deliver medicines within 24 hours of 
ordering and they are also geared to deliver medicines with 
special requirements, such as those which are temperature 
sensitive. Meeting these stringent requirements was top of 
mind as API began their update project.

The Solution
Picking the Right Solution

API selected Siemens Dematic Australia, a certified 
Vocollect Partner, to design the overall material handling sys-
tem. It took just eight weeks to get everything up and
running.

In addition to selecting the Vocollect voice-directed system, 
an integrated hardware and software solution, for split and 
full case orders in the brand new facility, API
implemented a wide range of technologies.

They included an A-Frame for automatic order picking, an 
automated carousel, RF directed operations, and a “smart” 
conveyor system to deliver order to the dock doors.

Siemens Dematic’s software platform, PickDIRECTOR™, 
manages and integrates all the various components, includ-
ing voice, providing a single software platform and
giving managers floor-level visibility. Since the upgrade, the 
warehouse moves around 6,000 cartons daily, and has the 
capacity to handle up to 20,000 a day.

About Vocollect

Vocollect, a business unit of Intermec, is the number one provider of voice   
solutions for mobile workers worldwide, helping customers achieve a higher 
level of business performance through voice. Every day Vocollect enables over 
300,000 workers worldwide to distribute more than $3.5 billion dollars’ worth of 
goods from distribution centers and warehouses to customer locations. A global 
team of over 2,000 supply chain reseller and channel partner experts supports 
Vocollect Voice offerings in 60 countries and in over 35 languages. Vocollect’s 
VoiceWorld Suite integrates with all major WMS and ERP systems, including 
SAP, and supports the industry’s leading mobile device solutions. 

For more information, visit www.vocollect.com
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